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ABSTRACT

Introduce a dynamic categorization for clustering and searching task by SS7 basics, ISUP call flow, SCCP(MAP) transaction and Eagle STPasaSS7router. Research method were conducted by problem identification and domonitoring SS7 using monitoring tools OC-PIC integration from Signal Transfer Point(STP) to do tracingSS7 call and SMS transaction. OC-PIC (Oracle Communications Performance Intelligence Center) perform as database application whichisSTPintegrationtakedataafteridentificationtheproblem. The result of this thesis was that can optimize configuration so that can be easier to solve the problem and avoid transaction data that is separated especially in SMS. It can be concluded configuration can reduce not appropriate transaction data.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Telecommunication systems have emerged throughout the world and it is considered as the most widely used technology. [1]. Short message service or short term (English: Short Message Service abbreviated as SMS) is a service carried out with a cell phone to send or receive short messages. At first SMS was designed as part of GSM, but now it has gotten on mobile networks including UMTS networks.

A maximum SMS message consists of 140 bytes, in other words it can load 140 8-bit characters, 160 7-bit characters or 70 16-bit characters [2]. In addition to 140 bytes, there are other data included. There are also several methods for sending messages that are more than 140 bytes, but users have to pay more than once [3]. Short Message Service SMS can also send pictures and sounds. This form of SMS is called MMS. SMS messages are sent from a mobile phone to the message center (SMSC in English), here the message is saved and tries to send it several times[4]. After a predetermined time, it is usually 1 day or 2 days, then the message is deleted. A user can get confirmation from this message center.

The SMS sent by the number of the sender will be entered first into the SMSC of the sender's number operator, then the SMSC will send it to the number directly addressed.

Figure 1: Intra-Operator SMS Mechanism
(Design of Broadcasting Systems Using Multiple GSM Modem, 2010)

Figure 2: SMS Inter-Operator Mechanism
(Design of Broadcasting Systems Using Multiple GSM Modem, 2010)
recipient operator's SMSC, then forwarded to the destination number. Basically, the SMS traffic that passes through the SMSC device is very much. Recorded in 2017, the number of messages sent via SMS reached 20 billion per day. Based on the data mentioned earlier, it would be very difficult if someone would monitor or monitor the SMSC device. Therefore, one can use an application or software to make it easier to monitor traffic. To carry out their daily tasks safely and make the right decisions, it is necessary to thoroughly monitor their core network (Core Network), with flexible tools that provide visibility and enable smooth transition from 3G / 2G to LTE services. (Oracle Communication Performance Intelligence Center 10.2 Feature Guide, 2016)

The author focuses on analyzing lanes of SMS roaming transaction traffic that are owned by state-owned or state-owned providers. Basically the transactions here are divided into two, namely based on MSU and transactions per SMS for billing calculations between overseas and domestic providers.

The problem that we will raise is regarding monitoring data, where MSU from the SMS transaction is incomplete, because it is not grouped with the MSU partner so that the SMS with MSU that is incomplete will be read that the SMS has a Timer status (does not get MSU reciprocity with End status) or status of Not Matched (Does not have MSU BEGIN).

When viewed in Figure 3, the ratio of Not Matched status tends to be high. For the company, the figure is certainly not the good number, because the validity of the data or the validity of a data will impact later on to do the billing process and to Troubleshooting a problem in a communication network.

The main objective of the author is to optimize the ratio from the status of Not Matched. It aims to help companies where the authors conduct research so that the data owned by the company becomes more optimal or better to do the process of troubleshooting SMS transactions and telephone calls to be valid or can be proven.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The position of the monitoring system that is running at the place where the author conducts research.

The monitoring position of the author is in the middle which is most likely not directly connected to the SMS communication rates (SMCS, MSC, HLR, VLR, etc.)[5]. Where the purpose is the author’s monitoring position only in the outgoing transaction path on the STP with a green dot. At the position of the current monitoring point, the author can find out the transactions that will pass overseas or domestically. As a simulation if incoming messages from domestic operators through MSC, logically MSC will forward the SMS to the SMSC after the meal SMSC will be
forwarded to the HLR / VLR abroad to ensure the address and routing to reach the destination number. It can be seen in the picture that the transaction path will pass on the STP monitoring the author, the transaction departs and vice versa. In monitoring the SMS network at the provider where the author conducts research there is often incompleteness in the Call Detailed Record. This happens because MSU is from addressing SMS with different paths so that later for the monitoring process it will be difficult to ensure that the message arrives or not to the recipient, and for transaction based billing processes will be hampered because the data is incomplete[6].

In addition, the problem occurs if the data that is owned is less valid is to process the billing between telecommunications service providers. The billing process is broadly divided into two, namely MSU Based and Transaction Based. For billing on MSU Based, the calculation of costs is carried out per MSU passing on the telecommunication service provider device. Or it can be seen in table 1 in the "DR Status" column that indicates MSU from the SMS transaction.

### Table 1: Status Monitoring Snapshot for MSU Based (1) (Source Processed, 2018)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matching Id</th>
<th>DR Status</th>
<th>Way</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30030</td>
<td>Not matched MSU</td>
<td>Incoming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30000</td>
<td>Timer</td>
<td>Outgoing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, for billing problems based on MSU Based can be seen in Table 2 below:

### Table 2: Status Monitoring Snapshot for MSU Based (2) (Source Processed, 2018)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matching Id</th>
<th>Link type</th>
<th>DR Status</th>
<th>Way</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30030</td>
<td>Intermediate LSL</td>
<td>Not matched MSU</td>
<td>Incoming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30000</td>
<td>Intermediate LSL</td>
<td>Timer</td>
<td>Outgoing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the billing process is based on Transaction Based, the data cannot be used because Transaction Based must be based on one transaction in the monitoring. When referring to table 3 is to see how the Billing Transaction Based process.

### Table 3: Transaction Status in Monitoring Application (Source Processed, 2018)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DP PC Link</th>
<th>Matching Id</th>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>DR Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- - -</td>
<td>31006</td>
<td>MAP V3 layer</td>
<td>OK (no problem)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In table 3 if the author opens the contents of the "DR Status" it will appear as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rec No</th>
<th>Link</th>
<th>Dest Net Elem</th>
<th>Orig Net Elem</th>
<th>Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>BEGIN, Op=MT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>END, Return Result</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on table 4, Billing is viewed from the Detailed Record status "OK (No Problem)" where in that status there is an MSU that is already in a group so that it creates one transaction, can be seen in table 4 above.

The matching process referred to by the author is equivalent to an SMS SS7 parameter based on the transaction ID. Transaction ID will be the same as the message send and the response message, so the writer does match or can also be referred to as connecting transactions of the same type. For example the purpose of the Matching process can be seen in the table below:

### Table 4: Fill Transaction on OK (No Problem) Status (Source Processed, 2018)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matching Id</th>
<th>Link type</th>
<th>DR Status</th>
<th>Way</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30030</td>
<td>Intermediate LSL</td>
<td>Not matched MSU</td>
<td>Incoming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30000</td>
<td>Intermediate LSL</td>
<td>Timer</td>
<td>Outgoing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DR Status</th>
<th>OTID</th>
<th>DTID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BEGIN</td>
<td>$FFFFFFF</td>
<td>$0D512C3A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>END</td>
<td>$0D512C3A</td>
<td>$FFFFFFF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen that the Matching process is equalizing from the OTID and DTID, that if the same data is the same transaction.

### Figure 6: IAS Functional Components (IAS 9.0.3, 2014)

The following are the 3 main functional components of IAS:

- Data Collection
  - IMF - Integrated Message Feeder
    - To capture SS7 traffic
• PMF - Probed Message Feeder
  To capture IP traffic
• Correlation Data correlation and Storage
  o IXP Subsystem (integrated xDR Processor)
  The process of connecting MSU which is part of the same signaling transaction to form an xDR.

Figure 7: MSU Matching Process (IAS 9.0.3, 2014)

Functions generally do the Matching of data sent by data collection devices (IMF / PMF) then save it in the database in the form of xDR (Call / Transaction Detailed Record). In the above Matching process the TID is very influential. At TID = 1 it is perfectly matched, as much as TID = 2 is still waiting for the END status to have TID = 2.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Flowchart of the Matching search process on the OC-PIC

Figure 8: Matching process Flowchart

3.2 Configuration Process on OC-PIC

Figure 9: Configuration Process on OC-PIC

3.3 Result of SMS SS7 Transaction after do the Configuration

The following is a graph before the author does the matching and configuration process.

Figure 10: Status Chart "OK" Before being given an Action (Source Processed, 2018)
Seen in the graph in Figure 9, it is decreasing, the writer takes data for five days from May 11 2018 - May 15 with the reason the writer wants to get data that is stable for the author and can be used as a reference of the desired transaction status. In game 9, it is claimed that transactions with "OK" status experience problems. The "OK" status that decreases will affect the transaction whose status "Not Matched" will increase, the following is a graph of the "Not Matched" status.

![Figure 11: "Not Matched" Status Graph Before being Action (Source Processed, 2018)](image1)

By decreasing the value of the status "Not matched" which can be seen in figure 11 can be ascertained that the graph of the status OK after the author has configured it will also increase, here is a graphic image of the OK status that the previous configuration author.

![Figure 13: Graph "OK" After being given an Action (Source Processed, 2018)](image2)

We can see in figure 12 graph experiencing from May 15, 2018 because the following date is where the author takes the configuration action. The reason the writer takes the next five days after the author has configured is to ensure a stable value in a transaction. It is seen that the value has stabilized starting on May 17, 2018, two days after the author has configured.

In Figures 13 and 14 below, the author combines the data that the author takes from May 11, 2018 - May 19, 2018, shown in the picture that the graph changes on May 15, 2018 because the date is where the author executes the configuration of the results that the author can Matching data.

![Figure 14: Overall Chart "Not Matched" (Configuration Date 15 May 2018) (Source Processed, 2018)](image3)
4. CONCLUSION

Based on research that has been made and implemented in accordance with the subject matter, it can be concluded as follows:

1. Transaction ID (OTID / DTID) is the main parameter in the matching process
2. Matching ID is very influential in the matching process as a scope for MSU’s that passes the link that we monitor
3. Changes to the appropriate Matching ID Configuration can improve the Call Data Record Validity in OC - PIC monitoring systems

SS7 SMS Process Roaming is an SMS message sent from a wireless network operator in one country to a wireless network operator in another country with the same topology as the local SS7 SMS.
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